
CAPITAL PUNISHMENT SHOULD A GOVERNMENT COMMIT A CRIME TO

JUSTIFY ANOTHER

What are the arguments for and against the death penalty and do while the New Testament exhorts us to â€œturn the
other cheekâ€•. â€œCriminals should be punished so that they and others will be less likely to commit crime in the
future, death simply goes beyond what the government is ever permitted to.

Imposition of the death penalty underscores society's interest in maintaining law and order and an honourable
life rather than chaos and a dishonourable life. As some families do not feel that another death will provide
closure, the argument doesn't provide a justification for capital punishment as a whole. In this case, there is no
substitute that will satisfy the requirements of legal justice. A target is pinned to the chest. Between and , men
were executed for rape, of whom â€” 90 percent â€” were black. But as often noted, any literalism about lex
talionis cannot work as a general principle linking crimes and punishments. In view of the many countries that
have abolished the death penalty, the issue that other countries in the free world should follow suit, commands
real attention. She claimed the child died after attempts at resuscitation failed. Executions in ancient China
were carried out by many painful methods, such as sawing the condemned in half, flaying him while still
alive, and boiling. Journalist Susan Blaustein, reacting to having witnessed an execution in Texas, comments:
"The lethal injection method â€¦ has turned dying into a still life, thereby enabling the state to kill without
anyone involved feeling anythingâ€¦. It squanders the time and energy of courts, prosecuting attorneys,
defense counsel, juries, and courtroom and law enforcement personnel. Ross in his book, The Right and the
Good: But to hold that the state has no duty of retributive punishment is not necessarily to adopt a utilitarian
view of punishment. In murder cases since , 88 percent of all executions have been for this crime , there has
been substantial evidence to show that courts have sentenced some persons to prison while putting others to
death in a manner that has been arbitrary, racially biased, and unfair. Since all criminal cases are administered
through unavoidably imperfect procedures, if arbitrariness justifies abolishing the death penalty for murder,
then it would seem also to justify abolishing lesser punishments for less serious criminal misconduct. Social
and Economic Costs In the United States in , public opinion supported utilisation of the death penalty. In fact,
the three leading states in law enforcement homicide in were also very active death penalty states : California
highest death row population , Texas most executions since , and Florida third highest in executions and death
row population. Third, it leaves unanswered why the expression of communal outrageâ€”even if morally
warrantedâ€”is best or only accomplished through capital punishment. Most capital crimes are committed
during moments of great emotional stress or under the influence of drugs or alcohol, when logical thinking has
been suspended. When the state punished serious crime, most of the methods â€¦were variations on execution.
Amnesty activists in Taiwan protest against the country's continued use of the death penalty. One of the most
common arguments advanced against the death penalty is that it is not a superior deterrent to potential
homicide offenders, as compared to alternative punishments. Utilitarian Approaches A utilitarian approach to
justifying capital punishment appeals only to the consequences or effects of death being the penalty for serious
crimes, such as murder. Rational choice theory , a utilitarian approach to criminology which justifies
punishment as a form of deterrence as opposed to retribution, can be traced back to Cesare Beccaria , whose
influential treatise On Crimes and Punishments was the first detailed analysis of capital punishment to demand
the abolition of the death penalty. His hands were clenched. Thereby with this aim, no cause is ever lost and
no wrongdoer is given up for good and led to the electric chair or the hangman's noose. Also, especially with
the advent of new, scientific sources of evidence for example, DNA matching , studies suggest that numbers
of persons innocent of any crime have been wrongly convicted, sentenced, and even executed for committing
a capital crime Bedau, The Death Penalty,  These include firing squads and beheading. Abolition was often
adopted due to political change, as when countries shifted from authoritarianism to democracy, or when it
became an entry condition for the European Union. This is a rather flimsy argument, because every family
reacts differently. Whether due to inherent vagaries of legal language, the necessity of discretion to judge
properly complex, particular cases, the fallibility of human beings, or political pressures and other factors
affecting decisions made within the system, such as clemency, the risk of error is not eliminable for the
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institution of capital punishment. The request â€¦was denied. The Supreme Court stayed the case, but Mr. The
biblical injunction, "an eye for an eye" is an argument for death on grounds of justice; so also is the argument
that the supreme penalty is the only appropriate response to the supreme crime of homicide because we
cheapen the value of human life if an innocent victim dies while his convicted murderer lives. It is irrational to
think that the death penalty â€” a remote threat at best â€” will avert murders committed in drug turf wars or
by street-level dealers. Abolitionists, on the other hand, will argue that human life is sacred and may never be
taken deliberately, even by the State. The Romans also used death penalty for a wide range of offences.


